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XAVIER SET TO GO AGAINST CINCY 
Student Body 
Cheers Team 
At Rally-Dance 
The 1950 Musketeers were to 
have i>een assured that they will 
have the wholehearted support 
of the Xavier student body come 
Saturday afternoon when they 
enter the Bearcat Bowl for the 
Queen City's number one football 
rivalry.· 
During the Rally-Dance, held 
Thursday evening in the Armory, 
each member of the team was in-
troduced by Emcee Al Stephens. 
Ed Kennedy, WKRC-TV's 
sportscaster, headed the list of 
speakers. Jim Liber, Muskie cap-
tain, together with Coach Ed 
Kluska, pledged his best to make 
the UC game Xavier's eleventh 
straight victory. 
Ray Stackhouse, who led last 
year's team to the Salad Bowl 
game, and Bob Drennan, who had 
been team manager for the last 
three years, were the other 
speakers. Bill Folzenlogan, chair-
man of the athletic board, plan-
ned the rally. 
The evening's program began 
with dancing for about a half 
hour before the actual pep rally. 
This insured as large an attend-
ance at the rally as at the free 
dance that followed Bob Stazger 
handled the arrangements for 
the dance. 
Student' Seating Guide 
Sections A, B, C, and half of 
ZZ will be roped off for Xavier 
students at Nippert Stadium Sat-
urday. Approximately 1200 seats 
are available in this special stu-
dent section. Gates will open 
about noon. 
Victory Mass Saturday 
A pre-UC game victory mass 
will be said at Saturday at 8: 30 
a. m. in Bellarmine Chapel, Bob 
Marquard, perfect of the Sodal-
ity, announced Wednesday. 
Local Sports Personalities 
Vary Widely In Predictions 
UC will win; Xavier will win. 7-0." 
Neither will win. No one can Reporter Bill Font said, "Ed 
possibly tell who will win. Kluska has a fine team. So has 
"You pays your money and Sid Gillman. It should be one of 
takes your choice." The sports 
1
. the season's great football games. 
writers and broadcasters of the From this corner it looks like an-
area have been canvassed, but other one for Xavier, but close." 
there is an opinion for every per- Staff writer Saul Straus had 
son, a score for any possible out- this to say: "It looks to me as 
come. though UC will take this year's 
The Times-Star sports staff ven- tllt. UC looked very much im-
tured the following guesses: Act- proved against College of the 
ing sports editor Frank Y. Gray- Pacific. UC is also playing now 
son, after a huddle with "Irish" without injuries. Xavier's lay-
O'Connor, hit upon a score of off is going to help the Bearcats-
"X" 13 - UC, 7. O'Connor him- it's playing exp er i en e e that 
1950 CINCINNATI RESULTS 
Texas Western .............. (32-0) 
Hardin-Simmons .......... <19-7) 
William aml Mary ...... (14-20) 
Louisville ...................... (28-20) 
Kentucky ........................ (7-41) 
Western Reserve .......... (48-6) 
Western Michigan ........ (27-6) 
Ohio U .................... : ........ (23-0) 
College of Pacific .......... (14-7) 
self presented a two platoon sys-
tem. If the field is dry, it will 
be "X," 21 - UC, 14. But should 
there be a muddy "track," Irish 
says Xavier, 20 - UC, 7. 
Mel Heidelman likewise worked 
over a wired system, this one of 
dots, all of which added up to a 
score of "X," 27 - UC, 6. 
Joe Minster commented that 
counts. I go off the deep end and 
pick UC by 13-6." 
· Dick Forbes, reporter: "UC's 
speed on the end sweeps and great 
pass attack against Xavier's sheer 
power both on offense and de-
fense should make the game very I 
close. The margin of victory will 
be no more than one touchdown." 
Lou Smith, baseball writer and 
columnist: "With my fingers 
crossed I pick UC to win, 27-14. 
UC's greater !'Peed and depth in 
reserves, added to Xavier's weak 
pass defense, will prove too much 
for the Musketeers." 
Whitney Tower, hockey re-
porter, believes, "Xavier should 
win, 14-7. Xavier has too much 
power in its line and plunging 
backfield. If UC is to score it 
would have to be through the 
air." 
Musketeers Seek To Captul"e City 
Crow1~, Continue Unbeaten String 
By Frnnk Sornmcrkc1rnp 
Maestro Ed Kluska will raise his magic baton Saturday 
and attempt to conduct his unbeaten and untied Musketeers 
victoriously through the seventh stanza of the ever-potent 
Xavier-Cincinnati rivalry in the local "Game of The Year'' at 
Nippert Stadium. A capacity crowd of 30,000 is expected to be 
--------------- ' on hand when the starting whistle 
Cincy Not To Plav is SOWlded at 2:15 p:m. 
.! So far . in this spirited series, 
x So Late In Season wh~ch originated in ~918, Cincin-
nati has emerged triumphant on 
Next year Says Si cl! four occasions and Xavier two. 
' The pair of Musketeer wins ma-
UC and Xavier will not play terialized in the past two years 
this late in the season any more, under the guidance of Coach 
Sicl Gillman, University of Cin-
cinnati heacl football coach, 
told the News this \veek. 
Although authoritative re-
ports say next year's Bearcat-
Muskie game is already set 
for Nov. 17, Gillman said that 
from now on "Xavier will be 
sclrndulecl for the early part of 
the season." lie gave two rea-
sons. 
One, from the Cincinnati 
siaml110i11t it is unethical to 
i1Iay Xavier une week and 
Miami of Oxford the next, 
since both are major rivals. 
Secondly, he said playing 
XU late in the season gives the 
Musketeers too many chances 
to sec Cincinnati in action. 
300 Fans Lined Up 
For Fake l(ickoff 
Lineups, page 8 
Kluska. The latter possesses the 
honor of never having lost to a 
Gillman-coached team. Last year, 
Xavier embarassed the Bearcats 
and Coach Gillman with a 20-14 
.victory and in 1947 Gillman's 
Miami Redskins fought to a 6-6 
tie with the Kluska crew. 
Saturday's encounter will mark 
the end of three weeks seclusion 
for the Musketeers, who haven't 
been seen since they edged Day-
ton, 28-21, on Oct. 29. 
Whether the 21 day gap will 
hinder "X" is a mountainous 
question. However, there are two 
schools of thought concerning it. 
Negatively, the Blue and White 
team will certainly not be up to 
competitive game - sharpness, 
which could prove disastrous in 
their running and blocking. On Xavier's big line will probably 
wear UC down. He also feels that 
"Crunch" Carinci will make his 
presence felt, as will the hard 
running "X" backs. Joe predicts 
a score of XU, 27 - UC, 14. Earl 
Lawson was off covering assign-
ments and could not be contacted. 
The five prognosticators in the M:ore than 800 Bearcat and the other hand, the layoff en-
The Enquirer sports writers are 
as divided in their opinions as 
any other group. 
Lou Lawhead, Enquirer sports 
editor, commented "Eel Kluska 
has a great team and a fine rec-
ord. I think Xavier should win, 
p o st Sports Department are Musketeer partisans will be at I ablecl Coach Kluska and his as-
e_venly div,ided i1:1 the~r predic-1 the fourth annual Pigskin Ra.lly ~istants to in.still new wrinkles 
t1ons. Heres the lineup. Luncheon at the Sheraton-Gib- I mto the ·Xavier offense. It also 
Joe Aston (eel. )-XU 14, UC 14 son Roof Garden Friday to swap 1 gave the individual team mem-
Tom Swope - UC 14, XU 7 friendliness before travelling to I bers two ~hanc~s to watch .the 
Wally Forste-UC 21, XU 1'1 Carson Field to exchange mock UC team m action, one agamst 
Joe Quinn - XU ·27, UC 14 wrath. Ohio U., and last Saturday when 
Jimmy Miner - XU 21, UC 14 Sinnificant citizens from both i the Bearcats humbled the stocky 
From Dick Cray, the WCPO- athl;tic campus, the city govern- 1 College of Pacific Tigers. 
TV man: "I wouldn't try to pick ment, the administration of both So far this season the Bearcats 
the winner of the game; but I universities and alumni and have won seven and lost two in 
would say that I have never seen booster groups will be at the playing one of their most ambi-
(Continued on Page 4) Cl'tamber of Commerce event. (Continued on Page 6) 
Wt PID ti 8£F()fc1£,... 
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» UC Editor Speaks: »To God Through Food 
What with the flurry about the coming UC game, plans for the Military Ball and 
packing to go home for the holidays, the fact 
that Thanksgiving Day is coming Thursday 
has been almost forgotten. 
Once again close to 30,000 citizens of greater Cincinnati will soon squeeze themselves 
into the horseshoe of Nippert Stadium to watch 
the annual football struggle between their two 
favorite teams, the Cincinnati Bearcats and the 
Xavier Musketeers. 
Now the News is in favor of .UC games 
(especially winning them), gives its blessing 
to the Military Ball and is enthusiastic about 
vacations. But Thanksgiving Day is too impor-
tant to regard merely as the occasion for an 
uproarious weekend. 
These loyal fans, though, are going to be 
watching more than the football game; they 
will have their eyes and ears open to what 
will be going on in the stands during and after 
the contest. A game can be won on the field 
and lost in the stands. 
We of the United States have been fortu-
nate in regard to necessities of life. Whereas 
millions of Asiatic's die periodically of famine, 
and visiting Europeans are amazed at the food 
left on our plates after a meal, no one dies of 
hunger in this country except chronic alco-
holics, v1ho are not interested in food anyway. 
But like so many other blessings, we take the 
state of plenty for granted, like the air we 
breathe. 
We at UC are proud of ,our team and our 
spirit. We intend to help the Bearcats break 
Xavier's unbroken chain of 10 successive tri-
umphs, but we intend to do so within the 
bounds of good sportsmanship. It is just as 
true that we expect the Xavier students to 
try to outdo us in their moral and vocal sup-
port of the Muskies. 
This is the way it should be, for we all 
know how important the game is to the two 
schools, to the city, and to tae general public. 
We must not spoil the spirit of friendly rivalry 
with uncalled-for behavior. 
Actually, one needs but to swim under 
water a few seconds too long to realize how 
wonderful air really is, and a long hike in 
the woeids far from restaurants and a full 
knapsack will do the same for food, but priva-
tion should not be the necessary prelude to 
appreciation. 
Instead, man has an intellect. With it he 
can figure out various places to go Saturday 
night, how to plunge the world into chaos and, 
every once in a while, how to get nearer to 
God. It is the latter, of course, which should 
be concentrated upon, for there seems to be 
an oversupply of everything else. But the 
spiritual habit or frame of mind must be set 
first. 
To Xavier University UC sends its best 
wishes for a clean, hard fought game, and to 
the Bearca ts we sing~ " . . . You do your best, 
boys, we'll do the rest, boys ! Onward to Vic-
tory!" 
Sincerely yours, Seth Dingley Jr., 
Editor, The News Record, 
University of Cincinnati 
Since God gives a lot for a little, it might 
be worthwhile to pause slightly in the fun 
and food-filled days ahead and consider our 
blessings. The cornucopia we commorate 
Thursday is only a small part of them, but 
it is an easy p1ace from which to start. 
Rival Coaches Give Comments 
On To.ughness Of XU-UC Game 
"In spite of the long layoff an<l 
bad weather conditions the squad 
has been working hard and the 
spirit and morale are high," 
commented Coach Kluska when 
queried about the annual city 
championship game that is up for 
decision this Saturday. He con-
tinued, "It is natural to rise up 
for such a traditional game but 
the team is very serious in their 
training and are out to do their 
best job against UC. The coaches 
are making an all out effort to 
have the squad ready and since 
they represent the University, 
sportsmanship and proper con-
duct at the game are uppermost 
in our minds. It is true that we 
have been waiting a long time 
for this game, but we have been 
taking our opponents one at a 
time and we hope to take care of 
this one." 
Coach Kluska also hopes for 
the full support of the student 
body and the same dlsplay of 
sportsmanship toward the offici-
als and opponents that his play-
ers will show. 
Backfield Coach Charles "Red" 
Lavelle said, "It will be one of 
our toughest games and all the 
boys will have to be on their 
toes and watch everything for 
60 minutes in order to come out 
on top. IH'!.'i 
Line Coach Ray Stackhouse be-
lieves Cincinnati will be at its 
peak and that the Musketeers 
will have to play faultless foot-
ball, their best of the year, to 
win. 
Dorm Movies Will 
Renew Sunday Night 
Ed Nock, chairman of th 
Campus Committee, announced 
the renewal of the movie series 
for dorm students. The first show 
will be presented Sunday ,night 
at 7: 30 p. m. in South Hall. 
Nock also revealed that King 
Smith had been made chairman 
of t h e Campus Committee's 
Christmas Dance, which will be 
held in South Hall Dec. 7. 
Only those with ·dates will be 
admitted. 
In commenting on Saturday's 
seventh renewal of the UC-XU 
rivalry, Sid Gillman, UC's head 
football coach, said, "It's the big 
ball game for both of us. Ed 
Kluska's boys are well trained 
and they're big, but we will try 
our best to measure up to them." 
Assistant Coach Paul Dietzel, 
who scouted Xavier's every move 
this season, says he thinks the 
three weeks layoff the Muske-
teers have gone through will be 
advantageous for "X." Dietzel 
says the only bad part about it is 
that it's hard to keep a squad 
physically fit and sharp without 
real game competitiveness. 
He added that "Xavier has had 
the opportunity to work on new 
plays and has had a chance for 
every member on the team to 
watch our boys play two games." 
The blonde-haired grid tutor says 
he has been especially impressed 
with the running of Jim Liber 
and Bob Finnell in the past 
games. 
Additional orchids were heaped 
upon the Xavier team by Line 
Coach Joe Madro who says "The 
Musketeers have the experience 
and depth to put on a powerful, 
sustained attack" Madro, too, felt 
that the three weeks gap be-
rtween Xavier's games is more 
advantage for "X" than a 
hindrance. 
Siddall To Speak At 
Accounting Club Meet 
Kelly Y. Siddall, Comptroller 
and member of the Administra-
tive Committee of The Proctor 
and Gamble Co. will be guest 
speaker at the Tuesday meeting 
of the Accounting Society, to be 
held in the Union House at 7: 30 
p. m. 
Siddall, who will speak on 
"Reports to Management," is n 
member of the Controllers Insti-
tute of America, in which he has 
held national offices, and the.Na-
tional Association of Cost Ac-
countants, as well as many frat-
ernities and civic groups. He is a 
graduate of the University of 
Cincinnati. 
Salesn1ansliip 
Lectur.es At Half 
Mark, Three To Go 
The Sales Executive Council 
of Cincinnati, in conjunction with 
Xavier's Economics Department, 
is in the midst of a six-lecture 
series on salesmanship which is 
b e i n g delivered to Xavier's 
salesmanship students. The 
Council, composed of active sales 
supervisors throughout the city, 
has arranged the talks and sup-
plied · the speakers for them. 
During the past month, three of 
the talks haye already been de-
livered. To begin the series, Ver-
non Curran, sales promotion 
manager of Strietman Biscuit 
Company, gave a general talk on 
"Salesmanship as a Career." The 
next, "Selling the Customer," 
was delivered by Lewis Poag, 
field manager of Dictaphone 
Corporation. Poag supplemented 
his talk with the widely known 
sales training film "Two Sales-
men in Search of an Order," a 
graphic description of the right 
and wrong of salesmanship tac-
tics. Clarence Burrell of the Tool 
Steel Gear and Pinion Company 
spoke on "Selling Industrial 
Goods" for the third talk of the 
series. 
The remaining three talks will 
be delivered at the regular class· 
sessions during the rest of the 
semester. The next in the series, 
entitled "Selling Services," will 
be delivered by one of the vice-
presidents cif the Central Trust 
Company. Edward Ryan, a Xav-
ier graduate who runs a, scien-
tific placement testing service in 
downtown Cincinnati, will speak 
on "The Salesman and His Job!' 
Completing the series will be a 
talk on "Advertising in Selling," 
which will be delivered to both 
the salesmanship and a~vertising 
classes. · 
Fr. Breen. Hospit~lized 
Rev. Aloysius A. Breen, S. J., 
Treasurer.at Xavier for 15 years, 
is in Good Samaritao Hospital, 
Clifton, but his condition is not . 
considered serous. · 
He entered two weeks ago. It 
is only the third time in his life 
he has beeri hospitalized. 
By Chuck Nolan 
(For Fred Newbill) 
• What Happened To The Writers ? Extra ·curricul_ar Activi-
ties Profitable. , 
• • • • • 
Could it be that the days when some few Xavier stu-
dents had a flair for writing are gone for good,· or is it just a 
lackadaisical attitude that is threatening continued publica-
tion of the Athenaeum? The deadline finally was set at 
Nov. 1 after assorted enforced postponements. 
• * • --------------
Have you ever stopped to con-
sider how many profitable activi-
ties there are just around campus 
here? In fact, it's very easy to get 
snowed under with them. At any 
rate, none of us should ever be 
at a loss for something to do for 
Xavier has a lot to offer in the 
way of particular interests. This 
is a good place. to try your )land 
at what you might think is your 
vocation in life. You may find out 
you're wrong, or you may further 
your convictions and get a head-
start later because of the experi-
ence. Besides, extra-curricular 
activities are enjoyable. 
• * • 
A belated Homecoming note -
a few disgruntled numblings 
were heard concerning the man-
agement of the float parade. 
Granted not every club can cap-
ture a trophy, the gripe was that 
a little more consideration of the 
time and effort expended on the 
floats would be appreciated. 
One difficulty was the tie-up 
inside the stadium caused by the 
use of only one gate for both en-
trance and exit. Those floats to-
ward the end of the parade man-
aged merely to squeeze into the 
stadium, and then make a hectic 
lap of the track. This was · the 
climax of several days' work. 
* * * 
The appearance of Fran VVar-
ren and company at last Friday 
night's Varsity Hop seemed a 
very charitable gesture. How-
ever, things are not always as 
they seem-ask Ed Nock. 
And speaking of show people-
"Little John'~ D'Ambrosia has 
had several offers si~ce his con-
vincing performances in "Brother 
Orchid"-all from local syndi-
cates. 
* * * 
I think most of those who 
attended Dr. Schwartz's lecture, 
"The Technique of Music," felt 
that, up till then, they had· 
never really understood music. I 
still don't, but the lecture has 
started me out on the sight track. 
• • • 
Saturday's the day when 
"Sandy" and his cheer boys 
won't have to squeeze cheers out 
of Xavier fans. I think everyone 
who is going to the game expects 
to come home with a sore throat 
and a case of cheer exhaustion. 
I'd like to say "May the better 
team win," but I've got -to say 
"May Xavier win, better or not." 
Cash, Fr •. Maguire 
Give Statement 
When the News called the 
home of Cincinnati's Mayor Al-
bert D. Cash for a statement on 
the XU-UC tilt, the city's First 
Man was not home, but his graci-
ous wife was more than accom-
modating. The 'first words there-
fore came from Mrs. Cash, who 
said, "I can make a statement 
right now. Try to get tickets!" 
The Mayor's comment, made 
the next day on a much more of-
ficial basis, is as follows: "Not 
only as Mayor of Cincinnati, but 
also as an alumnus of both 
schools, I express the hope that 
the game will be weli played and 
hard fought by both sides, that 
good sportsmanship will prevail 
this year as in the :past-and may 
the better team win." 
Whether or not Mayor Cash 
and his wife will find tickets and 
be able to attend the big game is 
still not known. 
Very Rev. James F. Maguire, 
S. J., president of Xavier Uni-
versity, issued the following 
statement: "'fhe annual football 
game between our Musketeers 
and the University of CinCinnati 
Bearcats is a manifestatiOn of the 
great spirit of sportsmanshp in 
Cincinnati, for whose service the 
two great institutions of learning 
operate. ·• 
"The eagerly awaited game 
each year fosters understanding 
and cooperation between the two 
schools." 
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ROTC Call To Colors 'f o Sound 
At Roof Garden Friday Night 
Friday's the night-the high raised · to the rank of Honorary 
point of Xavier's ROTC night Cadet Colonel at midnight; she 
life is nigh. From 9 p. m. until was selected to be honorary head 
1 a. m. the colors will be posted of Xavier's corps of cadets over 
at the Sheraton Gibson Roof many aspirants to the position 
Garden as the cadets and their last month. 
dates cavort at the Military Ball, The evening will be filled 
one of the year's most colorful with dance music, awards, intro-
formals. ductions in the official receiving 
Miss "Cookie" Noonan will be line and other military pageant-
Chesterfields Go 
To Fred .Forney; 
More Prizes Due 
Fred Forney, senior Business 
Administration student, was the 
first birthdayite to receive a gift 
carton of Chesterfields this year. 
Forney celebrated his birthday 
Oct. 22 and was presented his 
Chesterfields by Dan Schwert-
man, Xavier's Chesterfield Cam-
pus Representative. 
With each issue of the News a 
carton of Chesterfields will be 
presented to a student whose 
name is selected ·from those 
celebrating birthdays during the 
interval between issues. 
Current b i r t h d a y i t es are 
recorped in the News office. 
GAMMA PHI 
FRATERNITY 
PRESENTS 
2nd ANNUAL 
TURKEY TROT 
Thanksgiving Night 
Nov. 23 
CASTLE FARM 
INFORMAL 
Continous Music By 
Verne Wahle 
2.75 PER COUPLE 
Tickets And Reservations 
Available Now 
From Members 
ry. 
Verne Wable wll be in com-
mand of the band stand during 
the evening and he will have 14 
able musicians plus a vocalist, 
Miss Sue Topmoeller, ready to 
execute his wishes. 
The night will begin officially 
when the special Pershing Rifle 
color guard carries in the flag at 
9. Col. George I. Holsinger, 
PMS&T, and his staff will be at 
the door to greet every cadet 
personally. Rita Mitchell, last 
year's Honorary Colonel, Miss 
Noonan, and Cadet Col. Gus 
Juengling will also be in the line. 
The XOMM is in charge of ball 
arrangements. Max Lammers, 
president of the military merit-
men, has been on duty as general 
coordinator for several weeks. 
His committee chairmen include 
Denny Barron, decorations; Jim 
Brinkman, transportation; Don 
Westrich and Dick Schuerman, 
invitations; George Resing, pro-
grams; Bill Johannigman, post-
ers, and Jim_ Rammacher, ticket 
sales. -
RENT A TYPEWRITER 
Student rate, 3 months $10 
All makes NEW PORTABLES Royal, 
Underwood, Corona, Remington and re-
conditioned STANDARD machlne11 tor I •aJe. Price $49.GO up. 
! Apply First Period Rental on Purchase. 
PETER PAUL SERVICE 
808 Main . Street PA 0865 
I -~~--~ 
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GOOD TASTE 
GOOD HEALTH 
''Music Resolves lmpulses''···Schwartz 
By Hoivard Scliapker 
"Music takes our disordered impulses and resolves them." 
In setting down this purpose of music, Dr. Herbert T. 
Schwartz, Professor of Philosophy at Xavier, laf.I the foun-
dation for his lecture on "The Technique of Music." 
He spoke in the second lecture 
of the Fine Arts series before They are to music what the body 
about 100 hearers who bulged the is to the soul. 
Music is an imitation of some-
narrow confines of Room 20 last thing in the emotions themselves. 
Thursday. More acurately it is an imitation 
"Music, like everything else," of the human voice as it ex-
Dr. Schwartz began, "can best be presses man's passions. This is 
defined through a consideration the formal cause of music. 
The last of the four causes, the 
of the four causes of Aristotle." efficient cause, is of course the 
The material cause, or what it 
is made of, is the first considera-
tion. In all musical compositions, 
there are three intrinsic consti-
tuents: melody, harmony, an~ 
rhythm. These are fundamentals. 
musician himself. · 
Because music is an imitation 
of motion-the motion of the 
voice as traditionally expressing 
emotion music must first 9f all 
express movement, the tendency 
to an end not yet resolved. This 
idea at first sight might seem un-
important, but really it is the 
basis on which we judge whether 
a musical performance is good or 
bad. 
Summing up the history of 
music, Dr. Schwartz singled out 
four periods, Classical, Romantic, 
Impressionistic and Modern or 
Contemporary. 
The Classicist, he said, was a 
man who wanted what he could 
get (because he depended on 
God); the Romantic wanted what 
he couldn't get (because he could 
only get it from God, whom he 
had forgotten) ; the Impressionist 
tried to conceal and suppress 
what he wanted, and the Modern 
wants what he doesn't want. 
Campus Interviews on Cig~rette Tests 
Number 7 ••• THE RAVEN 
''You can use 
my name ... but 
don't quoth me!" 
He's spent too many semesters in Psychology I. He knows -
as any smart smoker knows - that you can't make up 
your mind about cigarette mildness on one fast puff or a quick sniff . 
A one-inhale comparison certainly doesn't give you much proof to go on. 
That's why we suggest: 
·THE SENSIBLE TEST ••• The 30-Day Camel Mildness Test, which ) 
simply asks you to try Camels as your steady smoke - on a pack 
after pack, day after day basis. No snap judgments needed. 
After you've enjoyed Camels- and only Camels - «& 
for 30 days in your "T-Zone" (T for Throat, T for Taste) 
' we believe you'll know why • , • 
Mo•e People S•oke Ca•els 
titan any otlter clgareHel 
i.:: 
-
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John Martinkovic 
Keefe 
This it it ! After a three week layoff, the undefeated Musketeers 
will meet the Cincinnati Bearcats, conquerors last week of strong 
College of Pacific. The prize: the City Championship of Cincinnati. 
Going into the seventh game between the two schools, Xavier 
possesses a seven game winning streak. The Xavier fans are hoping 
other sevens will make their appearance Saturday on the Xavier 
side of the scoreboard. 
• • • • • 
For the first time in the history of the series, which started in 
1918 Xavier has been established as favorite by the card-toting 
gentiemen everyone deplores but patronizes. The Musketeers look 
good to some people by a touchdown or even more. Other fans who 
like to part with their money are more cautious and have given 
the Blue one point. A lot of people are sitting directly on the fence, 
playing it even and taking whichever team they happen to follow. 
Others pick the big-time pointed Bearcats. So the betting band has 
run the gauntlet from A to Z, C to X and still gives whatever 
answer you care to ask. You pays your money, the circus barker 
sez, and you takes your chances. How right he is. I'll save mine for 
Christmas. 
• • • • • 
This edition is the result of work by a lot of people. But the 
man who "made" this issue is our artist, Tom Gray, who drew all 
the pictures plus the beautiful front page montage. He certainly 
deserves a bouquet. 
• • • • • 
This game should prove conclusively what effect a prolonged 
layoff has on a football team. Twindling their gridiron thµmbs for 
three weeks because of the inability to find anybody big enough or 
small enough to play them, the Musketeers have been besieged with 
two theories of opposite nature. Half the people say the lay-off will 
bring them into the city classic rested and refreshed while Cincin-
nati may be worn out because of a full schedule and a big opponent 
the previous week. Others say just the opposite, that the enforced 
rest will cool them to a temperature at which Bearcats like to eat 
their Musketeer meat. 
• • • • • 
Elsewhere in this paper, we, have corralled the comments of 
the various sports writers and sportscasters around Cincinnati. Dick 
Bray was probably most correct when he stated that he had never 
seen so much interest in one game. As Dr. Wheeler says, "I'll buy 
that." There's going to be sheer electricity on Nippert Stadium start-
ing at 2:15 p.m. Saturday. 
Speaking of correctness on the part of the sportsmen who have 
been interviewed, we are pleased to announce that Paul Sommer-
kamp, Sports Director of WCKY, is defending champion of the men 
whom we put on the spot last year. Paul was the only one to guess 
the correct score, 20-14, among the 23 men queried. Paul picks 
Xavier this year again, 21-20, on my brother's PATs. We hope 
he's right again. 
Pete Lerario Frank Glade 
Capt. Jim Liber 
Sportsmen Give 
UC-XU Opinions 
(Continued from Page 1) 
so much interest in any one 
game." 
Paul Jones, sportscaster for 
WLW-T; stated that the Mus-
ldes, who are basically a better 
ball club in both defense and 
offense, will take it by seven, even 
though the razzle dazzle Bear-
cats will undoubtedly score. 
Ed Kennedy of WKRC-TV fig-
ures that the game will a tougher 
one than last year. But if the 
"X" secondary is able to stop 
Rossi and the sweeps, he pre-
dicts another "X" victory, 26-21. 
Bill Moeller, Sports Editor of 
the Hamilton Journal-News, pre-
dicts Xavier to win. He says that 
Gillman· will have the UC team 
"up" for this big one, but thinks 
that Xavier's line is the differ-
ence. Score: 27-13. 
Sportscaster Ray Motley,. sta-
tion WMOH in Hamilton, states 
that· the team which gets the 
breaks and takes advantages of 
them will win. "UC will give 
Xavier's ends and pass defense 
trouble, but it's Xavier power 
and defense against Cincy's sp~ed 
and deception. · Hamilton boys 
Wilke and Martinkovic will give 
UC a lot of trouble." 
Motley refused to place him-
self in the expert division and 
would not give out with a predic-
tion of winner or score. 
Ed Libby, WKRC, says, "Two 
week lay-off hurt the Muskies' 
chance for victory." He picks UC 
by a very slight margin, but adds 
that a break or two could make 
the game go either way. 
Jean Shepherd, WSAI: - com-
ments: J'Although the outcome of 
a traditional game such as this 
is hard to predict, I believe it 
will be Xavier by a 20-13 margin. 
The Xavier passing attack will 
be the difference." 
From Bob Weis of WNOP, we 
have the following statement: 
"Xavier over UC by score of 14-7. 
The Xavier line will be the de-
ceiding factor in the game." 
Paul Sommerkamp .of WCKY 
declared, "An educated toe will 
make the difference, Xavier over 
Neil Hardy 
Tom Ballaban Gerry Keefe 
Combin~d Show Planned 
By Xavier, UC Bands 
Thor Johnson To Lead 
Bands In Anthem 
By Brian Shanahan 
"Unity between bands-that's 
what we want and that's what 
we've gotten." This is the sum-
mation of XU Band Leader Gil 
Maringer's feelings about the 
field ceremonies to be conducted 
by the Xavier and University of 
Cincinnati bands Saturday after-
noon. 
Elaborate Half-Time 
in a pre-game ceremony will lead 
both bands in the Star Spangled 
Banner. 
The drum majors, who always 
add color to any marching band, 
will present a "brother act," this 
year, which is rather rare. Harry 
Buttleworth will be leading Xav-
ier's band and his hr.other will 
be leading UC's. 
Xavier Statistics, 
Both schools are cooperating to Results So Far 
bring about this unification. The XU 
athletic officials of both schools are 34 dong their part by extending the 
half-time limit in order that the 24 
elaborate display may be com- 42 
pleted without interruption. And 3: it will be elaborate. Xavier alone 36 will have 25 participants more 
28 than usual, but that is the only 
Quantico Marines 
John Carroll 
Morehead State 
Miami, Ohio 
Louisiana Tech 
Louisville 
Dayton 
Opp. 
13 
19 
7 
0 
21-
13 
21 
insight that can be given to the Team S&atll&lc• (7 sames) 
proceedings. 'i~1 First Downs 0.f.'' 
From the first note which will 1738 Net Yards Rushing 4ilf 
be heard until the end of the :g ~::::: ~~:~~l:~ . 1:~ 
game, the spectators will have 8~I·7 ~:~c~°i!:.f: &:;;~g Complcted100.fj·l 
their fill of entertainment. The 16 Passes Intercepted by 6 
band directors of both schools g~·9 ~~~~?:s Aver~ge ff·6 
h d 1 t • t 6· Own Fumbles Recovered 2 have a Severa mee mgs O 270 Yards Lost on Penalties 211 
work.out an orderly and syste- 4.4 Rushlng·Average <Yds per tryJ 1.9 
2559 Total Offense (Yards) 1492 
matic plan for formations and 5.3 Total Offense Average 
songs to be played. (Yds per tryJ 
INDIVIDUAL SCO&ING 
Practice Together · conversions Total 
A joint rehearsal was sched- ~~k:~ fb T~s. At~. Com/. ~a 
uled for Wednesday at UC - a Finnell, hb a - o o 48 
· . t . I Llber, hb 4 o o 24 fmal preparation o insure Keefe, pk o 26 22 22 
against avoidable mistakes. The ~~~~~t!1r's e hb g g g ~= 
bands have made arrangements t Rankin, fb 2 o o 12 
. h . l Geardlng, t 1 o o 6 
concernmg w o will p ay at cer- Gilmartin, .qb 1 o o 6 
tain times throughout the game SAFETY (Martlnkovlc & Carincll 2 
' SAFETY . (Curl & Skole) 2 
Maringer . has one . outstanding T~~~er J 3~ 2g 2~ 
worry - from which descend Opponents 14 14 10 94 
manifold offspring - namely, PASSING LEADER 
what will the weather be ·like Player Att. Comp. Pct. Yds. Int. 
. Gilmartin, qb 72 36 52.7 733 4 
durmg rehearsals and actual ' ·RUSHING LEADERS 
presentation? Player Att. Yards 
Thor Johnson conductor of the Finnell, hb 113 729 
, . , ' I Wilke, fb 112 441 
Average 
8.4 
3.937 
3,933 Cmcmnah SymphonY, Orchestra, Llber, hb• . oo 354 
UC by the small margin of 21-20. 
Waite Hoyt of WCPO and Ed 
Toleman, WZIP, wouldn't commit 
themselves or give any comments 
on the game. 
.. 
•-has plared In only six games. 
PUNTING AVE&AOE 
Player Att. Yards Average 
Roeckers, hb 31 1175 37.9 
PASS RECEIVING LEADERS 
Player 
O'Brien, e 
Mllostan, e 
Rec'd Yards TDs 
14 21111 a 
12 187 0 
Jim Murphy 
_______ _...-.... -~ ........... , ..... _~'"' .,, __ ~ .... 
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Frank Middendorf Capt. Pete St. Clair Jim Kelly 
Pa?- 0£ Teams News Writer Revives Story Of First 
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Chuck Schebor 
Statistics Sho.w 
UC Baclis Have Gain Entrance X . c· . -. F b II E . 
I t I M F. 1 av1er- 1nc1nnat1 oot a ncounter 
. n ° . . Ina s wh· h s ,- ' . 4.5 Yd.Average Mario~ IIIA, ~let I. Set IC aw Cats Triumph 12-0 In 1918 ~~.h~~:TISTICS F'::!. FIR~ds9 GA:':~: 
For Six Man Tilt Friday National Anthem Needed Jansen 4 41' lo.i " · McKenzie 7 50 'I 1 
By Jim Saaaen T S ff . . struck up the Star Spangled the Muskies matched both with Stratton .so 502 6:2 
Two six-man grid powers roll- 0 top alf-T1me Fight Banner," fqrcing the battlers to a line plunge by Oliver and a :~n~lngcr ~~ m ~:~ 
ed into the winners bracket finals By Jim O'Connell come . to attention. and thus sensational 50 yard pass play, Mc- ~~~ra~~ ~: 3~~ ~·~ 
of the Intramurals Football Lea- "The Saints played a stiff breakmg up he brawl. Quade to Martinkovic. T. McKeever 63 295 4:6 
b Th f
. h 'd 11 · d Th f 11 · D. McKecver 42 150 3 5 gue last week as a result of lop- game, ut were badly handicap- e 1g t ev1 enta Y convince e o owmg year Xavier Anthony 29 99 :i:4 
sided victories. The two finalists ped by the superior weight of the officials of the two institu- erased a 7-0 halftime deficit, ~~~~an ~ 2~ ~·~ 
meet Friday in what is expected their opponents." Thus spoke the tions that athletic relations be- and gained its first triumph .of GRibso1 n i -7 · 
S d E . . . t "X" d UC d th . T M Q d · I 
055 2
" -
31 
to be a miniature XU-UC battle. un ay nqu1rer in reporting the ween an were not a - e series. wo c ua e aeria s, Theisen 6 -36 
· Marion IIIA continued their res1;1lt of the first football game visable. However, in 1942, some .one to Ji1!1 D~ Franco, and the '!i~t~t:n::~.~ ................ 42~ iii~~ 4.5 
overpowering ways by d wn. g ever played between the Uni- 24 years later, spurred ·on by the other to Jim L1ber, provided the Receiving: No. Yds. TDs 
a 'hapless Hall 10 52_0 ° Agi~ versity of Cincinnati and Xavier. general feeling in Cincinnati for Muskies with a 13-7 victory. Bob fa~~1s ~~ g~~ ~ Steve O'Dea paced the· ~inn:~~ The hastily arranged contest took ~uch a game, the present series, Conwa;y's great '?unting .and a ~~~~~on io ioo 0 
with his sizzling aerials h'le )lace on Dec. 7, 1918, at Old Car- mterrupted only by the war last minute pass mterceptlon by Anthony i i~~ ~ 
Greg Bahen led in the w .i g son Field in Burnet Woods, and (II), was started. Jackie Hahn aided Ed Kluska's ~~~~':i~~'b'r 2 ao o 
scorm ti f' I "V . " er w g ti 2 32 o 
column with four· TD's. The high- "1e . m~, score was ars1ty 12, The Musketeers had lost many e rea Y· ~~n~~~:~vcr i ~~ g 
light of the, d · B h • 40 Samts 0. of the stars of the previous year's Last year, the Musketeers Gibson i .
6 0 
yard sprint· t~o:g~ t~e e~~tire Michael Helle~thal, now a state champfonship squad, but made it two straight . and na~- ¥~t~l:i~ ........................ J8 5J3 · i~ 
H-lO squad. memb~r of Xavier's Board of still had the great Chet Mutryn. rowed the ~earcats' sene~ margm Kickoff Returns: No. Yds. 
Athletic Control, was captain and The game, played on a muddy to 2 to 4 with a 20-14 wm. Hugh Benzinger 6 16 
An injury-riddled Elet I stag- t b k O'B · I' d 44 d d · Delancy 5 102 quar er ac of the Blue and Nippert Stadium gridiron, was a nen c imaxe a yar rive Stratton 4 41 
gered into the undefeated finals h h d M Clain 4 2 White, Al Lambert coached Xav- stalemate for three periods, but w en e ma e a great catch of A~thony 2 155 
by hammering out a 21-0 con- · d · M Q d ' · th d 1er an Boyd "The Fox" Cham- in the final quarter the Bearcats' c ua e s pass m e en zone stayman 1 5 
quest over a bulky H-l2 aggrega- hers was both coach and athletic fine line blocked two of Mutryn's for Xavier's first tally. Charlie ~[~~b ~ : 
tion. Bob Janca and Faris Zain director at Cincy. punts, one partially, setting up a Squeri went 43 yards and Bob T. McKccver 1 5 
led ~he way for the. Eleteers, .both The victors scored all their touchdown, and the other com- Finnell 20 more to make it 13-0 ~::::~~; ....... ;;:·: .. ~::;;: .. ~:~: .. ;·~s~ Pct. ;~: 
coming ~hrough. with sensational •points in the second quarter in pletely, resulting in a safety and at the half. Rossi 121 57 a 803 .471 io 
catches m crucial moments. handing the Musketeers their making the final score 9-0 in Sid Gillman's club struck back ~'::'el~n l ~ g i: 1:ggg g 
In comparative figure's the only loss of the season. Right favor of the Red and Black. on a 42 yard pass play, O'Malley ~rbi;~~mcr 1~ 1~ g 2~; :g~~ 1 
M-IIIA squad is fa:r out in front Half Justice bucked ovei· from Then came the war, and when to Staub, but Xavier retaliated Stratton i o o o .ooo o 
f h E 
· · h Delaney 1 O O O .000 o 
o t e let I boys. Capt. Andy the five after two passes had the rivalry was renewed, Xavier wit Cliff Wilke's three yard T.McKcever 1 o 1 o .ooo o 
Alexanders' crew has compiled a moved the ball from midfield had to face Cincy's great Sun plunge. Cincy's Howie Bellamah ~[~~man ~ g g g :ggg g 
3-0 season record and has amas- and Schierloh intercepted a pas~ Bowl-bound 1946 eleven. The sprinted 24 yards to end the day's Totals ........ 188 78 14 1152 .414 15 
sed 132 points in their three out- and went 30 yards for the Red game was close only in the first scoring, and Bernie Roeckers ~':i~r~g: ~D ErA EiM P~s9 
ings for a 44 point per game av- and Black TD's. Xavier was on quarter, as the 'Cats breezed to a cinched the game for -"X" with a Stratton 5 o o ao 
. Holstei  O 20 18 18 
erage. On the other side,. Capt. the Be arcats' one yard line when 39-0 win. timely interception. A big factor Gibson 3 o o 18 
Bill Davis's Elet team is unde- the game ended. In '47, with the situation even- in Xavier's victory was Ed Klus- ~~~~~ g g g ~= 
feated in three outings but holds The lineups were:'~- ed, the two clubs battled to their ka's rugged pass defense. g~1~~~kccvcr g g g rn 
a 25 point average per try. Cincinnati XAVIER closest game, a 27-25 victory for Benzinger 1 o o 6 
In the losers' bracket, Hall 11, Fick .................. LE ........ Moorman U. C. Jimmy Liber, then a fresh- 1949 UC RESULTS ~riWony i g g ~ 
Hall 7, Hall 13, and Elet II ad- Roberts .......... LT .......... Twomey man, scored for "X" in the first UC Opp. ~~i!!~ty g g g ~ 
vanned thr.ough last week vid- Newland ........ LG ................ Bein guarter to put the Muskies 21 Nevada 41 Totals .............................. 31 31 24 21z 
torious. H-11 edged H-14 by a Pape ............... .' c ~ ............... Eberts ahead, 6-0, but Richard's TD and 27 Hardin-Simmo~ 21 
6-0 count and Elet· II ousted Kuhn .............. RG .............. Carey Jessen's conversion gave the 7 College of Pacific 34 
Marion III B from tourney com- Seltz ................ RT .............. Alston Bearcats an advantage they 27 Westem Michigan 6 
petition as a result of a 20-6 win. Meyers ............ RE ............ Grause never lost. Blocked kicks pro- 19 Mississippi State . 0 
Tom McGuire provided the win- Hopkins .......... QB .. Hel'tha,I (C) vided both outfits with another 21 Westem Reserve 13 
ning margin of victory for Hall Stack (C) ...... LH ........ Grainger score before the half ended with 7 Kentucky H 
7 as he scored two touchdowns in Justice ............ RH .......... Cushing Xavier trailing, 13-12. Oddly 34 Ohio U. 13 
this 13-7 win over a fighting Hall .Watkins .......... FB .. Knot'berger enough, the Blue's second score H Xavier 20 
9. Pat Levine's sharp passing ac- At the half, when students was made by End Jack Tracy, 27 Miami, Ohio 6 
counted for three .~ouchdowns as from the two schools, all in the now a UC guard. 33 Toledo * 13 
Hall 13 defeated Hall 16, 28-7. uniform of the SATC (the Stu- An O'Malley pass and an 
dents · Army Training Corps, a amazing run by the fabulous 237 
This season's Xavier grid squad World War I equivalent of the Roger Stephens produced fourth (Won 'J, Lost 4) 
consists of 12 former servicemen. ROTC), began fighting, the band quarter scores for Cincinnati, but •Glass Bowl Game 
~ 
Bob Stratton Si Stayman Jack Tracy 
181 
Big Boonies To Provide 
Turkey Day Opposition 
St. Bonaventure's Brown In-
dians, who have been on the war-
path since the seasons opener, in-
vade the Xavier stadium on 
Thanksgiving Day in quest of 
their first Musketeer scalp. 
With a record of seven wins 
against one loss, the Boonies 
pose as a serious threat to Xav-
ier's fine season record. 
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Xavier Set To Go Agai11st Ci11cy's Bea1·cats 
(Continued from Page 1) I peeled capacity throng. Stratton is Cincinnati's leadir. 
tious schedules. In the College of Much of the outcome depends j ground gainer, having covere 
Pacific game, the Bearcats show- upon how effective the Muske- 500 yards in 79 carries for a 6. 
ed their followers that the old 
1 
teers' pass defense will be. To average. 
adage "the bigger they come, the 'date, the Xavier secondary has Helping to make Rossi an ex 
harder they fall" be made a been far from impregnable. How- tremely effective field genera 
reality. ever, the past three weeks of sec- are two flankers, namely, Jin 
To date, the McMickenites hold ret practicing may have erased 
1
. Kelly and Dick Jarvis. The twc 
wins over Texas Western, Har- that blemish. ends have pulled in 47 passes so 
din Simmons, Louisville, Western Number one item on the Blue ·far this season, converting 11 of 
Reserve, Ohio U. and of course, Horde's agenda will be to stop 
1 
them into scores. 
By Al Mo11er COP. Gillman's club has bowed UC's quarterback Gene Rossi. Coach Ed Kluska will again 
to William and Mary and Babe Gillman has developed the dimi- depend on Captain Jim Liber, 
Parilli & Co., Inc. from Kentucky. nutive. sophomore into a highly 
1 
Bob Finnell and c.lif~ Wilke. to 
Xavier is untied and unbeaten deceptive and feared passer. So 
1
. take care of Xavier s runnmg 
The Masque Society's third season under Victor Dial's in seven contests an~ ranks tops 
1 
for this season, Rossi has com- .:hores. ~ltho~gh Quarterback 
direction has gotten off to an interesting start with an enjoy- among the Ohio gnd aggrega-, pleted 57 of 120 passes, 10 for Georg_e Gi~martm has not floode.d 
able production of Leo Brady's "Brother Orchid." The play, tions. Louisville is the only com- touchdowns. Where the Bear- the air with passes so far this 
which has aroused much interest in the theatre, in the movies mon foe of both UC and Xavier. cats lack weight, they make up campaign, it's not because he 
The boys in the Red _and Black ~for it in. speed. In the backfield, lacks the ability to do so. His ~nd from amateur gi·~ups, is an entertaining piece, guilty at had to go all out for a 28-20 win, I Coach Gillman can call on Jack: minimum amount of passing 
times of mortal dramah~ errors, I spiritual transformation and dis- while "X" defeated the Falls City/' Delaney, Dan and Tom Mc-. merely complements his team's 
but on the whole moving and' covers a real love for the order squad, 36-13. But those games Keever, Joe Benzinger, Bob running attack. Nevertheless, 
amusing. and hi~ fellow monks. were comparatively early this 11 Stratton, Don Brill and Floyd with Frank Milostan and veteran 
* * * When his former colleagues at- season. ~nthony. All of these ball car-; Hughie O'Brien on the ends, 
Brother Orchid is the name as- tempt to "muscle in" on the Re.,.ardless of the results of the riers have turned in excellent . Quarterback Gilmartin can keep 
sum~d by one Little John. Sarto flower business, John reverts to past ~ames, this is still the Game performances when called on this .
1
· the opponent's eyes peeled to-
aftei he had escaped frnm a Napoleonic form, and by an odd f b h season. wards the sky. 
co u PI e of mobsters who have . . of The year or ot teams. i ..:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;. 
1 t h 1 mixture of gangland tactics and When the 'Cats engage the Mus- I' soutg L1 . b
1
y let ha means to pr7v-1 Christian charity manages to keteers it's time to toss the re-
en itt e Jo n from assummg 1 th b' T ' · · 
control of the rackets after a 1 c ean up e mo . he remnants cord books and predictions out 
years' absence in Alcatraz. Joh 0 J of the gang, willing to accept the window, becau_se it's sp. in,·t 
is taken in by the brothers of the an ~ourage . a :wms . t e i y s n I John as the leader, rebel when d th t h ct 
F1oratine order, religious whose he offers love to the "little guy" Mythical Championship each 
main object is aid to the poor 
1 
rather than hate, and in the end year. 
through the sale of the flowers John, as Orchid once more, un- Besides reaping the 1 o cal 
they raise. Orchid undergoes a dergoes a sort of Martyrdom. laurels, the winning team may 
• * • • • get national recognition in the 
Th 1 h 1 form of a post-season bowl bid. e pay is t orough y Catholic in the best sense of the It's generally known that the 
word. It moves along confidently with admirable restraint Sun Bowl officials in El Paso, 
and a minimum of sticky preaching. There are moments of Tex., are very interested in both 
apparent ineptitude when details necessary for character Xavier and Cincinnati. In all 
development se~m completely unmotivated and dragged in, probability, Saturday's winner i 
b t f h could be one of the teams in that ' u or t e most part we must give Mr. Brady a bow as a New Year's Day classic. 
leading Catholic playwright. With Xavier expected to utilize 
* * * meyer put some fine touches to its powerful ground attack, which 
The leading role (or roles) of the suspicious, gossipy, old- is one of the most respected in 
Brother Orchid and Little John maidish friar. the Mid-West, and UC employing 
was carriecl off with aplomb by There was quiet humor in the i r tricky, Gillman aerial I 
Atop Cincinnati .. • 
Historic Music HaU 
Where The N:itlon's Top Bands l'lay Each Saturda7 And Saallla)' ll:Tea .. r 
Sat. Ted W E:ems 
Nov. 18 Aml His Orchestra 
Sun. Clyde Trask 
Nov. 19 And His Orchestra 
R E S E R VA T I 0 N S --- C H 3 0 8 6 Arnold D'Ambrosia. For deep Paul Bauer's poi:trayal of Broth- wizardry, it'll be a mighty in-
and 1>robing sincerity of pur- er Nasturtium, and John Enright teresting afternoon for the ex-p~~ hw~~acterill~mbn u T~ ilim~ ~d Ed N~~ a ===~====~~~~~~~========================~~~ 
equalled D'Ambrosio's. I didn't last minute replacement, as 
see the movie version of the Solomon, turned in creditable 
play. But having seen· Edwarcl performances and rounded out 
G. Robinson in other attempts, an exceptionally well - chosen 
I would be willing to put the cast. 
young Xavier thespian's per- * * "' 
. formance up against Robinson's 
with very little hesitation. I saw 
in D'Ambrosio;s portrait of Lit-
tle John a conviction that John 
was a self-made tough guy 
and that as a tough gny he could 
only be convincing with the aid 
of a .45. But as a man devoted 
to a life of spirituality, how-
ever acciclentally attained, he 
could convince anyone because 
he was convinced h i ms el f. 
Brother Orchitl is a beautiful 
and ins1>iring person. 
* * * 
Sets and lighting were not up 
to usual Masque standards. The 
bar set could have been much 
more compact, and where flexi-
ble sets are used there should be 
some change made in lighting or 
arrangement to make the au-
dience less aware that the 
Monastary workroom is really 
only Dutchy's bar with a statue 
in place of a doorway, and an al-
cove in place of another door. 
The musical background for this 
production was less objectionable 
than in most. The background of 
Gregorian chant was most effec-
tive. 
* * * 
C::1st in less colorful parts, 
other members of the production 
did, however, manage to distin-
. J I I've said before just about as guis 1 themselves. As the flashy, 
, b • much as an amateur can say 
;:i;.1 y-1a~ecl mobster, Ed Buns-
t!;:.c seemed more at home on the I about a professional in connec-
~'.agi, than any o'her member ofj tion with Victor Dial's direc-
th ! tion. "Brother Orchid" has been ; c~st. His poise and delivery done several times in and around are valuab!e assets and we should I Cincinnati, and Dial knew this 
see more of him in future pro- \ h 
ductions. Brian Conley vacillated w en he decided to produce it. 
. ! His answer to my question about 
m a most satisfactory manner as i this was simply: "I don't think 
Fat Du'.chy, the cowardly, but 
often thoughtful bartender. it makes much difference how 
many times a play is done. I be-
• • * l' icve that if it's done well people 
Paul Palmisano had a good dia- \\'.ill like it." Well, I think you're 
lect and did some wonderful I nght Mr. D. It was and they did. 
mugging as the excitable fruit, ____________ ;;:::::. 
peddler, and Dermot Grice was a ~ 
dignified and quietly amusing 
father abbot. i 
Haircutting That Satisfies 
Osborne'~ Barber Shop 
1726 Brewster Ave. 
Evanston 
(Just west of Montgomery Rd.) 
A good deadpan is a difficult 
job, but if successfully done can 
very nearly steal a show. Norman 
Hayes, as the dumb Dum-Dum 
shows considerable promise as a:~=================~ 
deadpan pantowimist. I also liked 
Bob Linn's worried, fussy, over- The Drur Store elo11est to 
scrupulous Brother Geranium. XavJer Vmvenlt1 
Anyone who's at all familiar with Tlie Abe Bm1mrin11 
community life realizes that Phnrmffrv 
there's always a Brother Ger- • "' 
. EVANSTON 
amum around, and Tom Hust- 1 ,~iiiiiiiiiii-iiiiiiiiiiii-iiiii=m ____ ./J 
TARTAN PLAID 
SPORTS JACKET 
45.00 
If it's color your looking 
for . . . add a new Tartan 
sport jacket to your collection. 
Not a fad, but a sharp new 
style that's here to stay. 
These imported wools are 
woven in authentic clan 
plaids, are tailored in three-
button center vent styles. 
Tartan plaid 
wool vests ................ .. 13.75 
grey wool 
flannel slacks .... from 15.75 
~j) 
DUNLAP 
Cl\) I IH. \ SHOl' 
The Store for Hart Schaffner & Marx Clothes 
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I Auditions For TV i Student Seats Available 
· I XUEC students are reminded 
lure are still available in the of-
fice. Reserved seats may be pur-
chased at the Xavier Athletic Of-
fice on the Evanston campus or 
at the Straus Cigar Store, 6th and 
Student Talent that student seats for the Thanks-
. Off erecl To EC I giving Da~ football game be-
\ 
A d 't' f "X . p tween Xavier and St. Bonaven-u 1 10ns or av1er res- __ ·--- _ .. __ ----------------
ents," XU student TV show seen =---------------------------~ 
Walnut. 
Electio11 Party 111 At1ditorium 
To Fete Bo.oster Officers 
An Election Party sponsored by the Booster Club of the 
Evening College will be held in the fourth floor auditorium 
Friday evening starting at 8:30 p.m. This party will cl:max 
a furiously fought campaign among Booster candidates 
for the coveted positions of President, Vice President, five 
Consultors, Recording Secretary, 
and Corresponding Secretary. Of- announcement and introduction 
ficers elected will hold office for of the new officers. 
the coming year. Dancing, games and refresh-
The Election Party is open to ments will be provided for the 
the entire student body and the nominal fee of 60 cents. 
committee in charge is planning Active campaigning for the 
an eventful eveningful of enter- Booster Club positions is now in 
tainment to be capped with the 1 progress. 
On Th is Side . . 
And On That 
By Betty Kmmecly 
· and heard each Sunday from 12 
noon to 1 p. m. on WCPO-TV, 
will be held in the WCPO-TV 
studios any Friday evening from 
7: 30-9: 00 p. • m. The program is 
open to any XU Evening College 
student who can sing, dance, play 
musical instruments, do comedy 
skits, or any other type of speci-
alty act. Student announcers are 
also being sought. 
Any student interested in the 
TV show unable to be at WCPO-
TV on Friday evening may con-
tact Profesor Joseph Link Jr., 
moderator, on Tuesday or Wed-
nesday evening at the Evening 
College. 
l(asi111u To Hold 
Old Clothes Party 
If you are interested in a re-
servation for the Kasimu Old 
Clothes Party to be held Satur-
day evening, Dec. 2, at 8 o'clock 
in the Northside K of C Hall, 4400 
Hamilton Avenue, call Ginny 
Duffy at WO 0615, Walt Behler at 
CO 8413, or George Junker at 
AV 7126. All Boosters are warned to keep on the look-out for Damages for the evening wiU 
campaign literature, propaganda, speeches and so forth. The be $2 per person, the price in-
XUEC election day is coming up, and it is the duty of every eluding admision to the dance, 
Booster member to be informed on the who and what of soft drinks, potato chips, pret-
elections. We wonder if the candidates are obliged to sign zels, set ups, and 3.2 · Music will 
I 
be by the Unknown Three, and 
loyalty pledges ? there will be penalties for any 
Xavier socialites enjoyed a Faculties Of EC square.who shows up in anything 
pleasant week-end last. Even ' that isn't 'Old 
VerY_ Rev. James F: Maquire, S.J., Day School To Be. · 11 
President of Xavier, and Dean A p ' p Boosters Bebind 
Victor Nie.porte, S.J., showed up t rexy s arty . I 
at the semi-fon~al at the. Kemp·e~ Xavier E'.veni~g College. pro- Brulge Classes I 
Lane last Satu1day. Evc1yone re fessors then· wives and fnends St d t · t t d · · · 
. • • u en s m eres e m signing ports a gay time was had. will join the Xavier day faculty f th " " t d 
* * * , up or e new canas a an 
at the annual President's Re- bridge class to be sponsored by 
Hooray.! Hooray ! Another free t' l D' f th F 
cep 10n anc mrn~r or e ~c- /the Booster Club may leave their 
day. Two of them to be exact, ulty Sunday evenmg at the Cm-
1 
names in the office. The class will 
Thanksgiving and the day after. cinn~ti Club . Ballroom. The ~·e- \be conducted each Thursday eve-
So fill yourselves with turkey cepl10n hour 1s 5: 30 and the dm-, ning in the XUEC fourth floor 
and cranberries and forget about ner will be at 6: 30. I auditorium by Mrs. Irene Noon-
school (seems we're always tell- Very Rev. James F. Maguire, an well-known local authority 
ing pe~ple to forget.about things). S. J., presi~ent of ~avier, will be j on' bridge. First class.will be held 
If you ve been lucky enough not 
1 
host and will be asisted by Dean next Thursday evtmng at 7: 30, 
to have taken a chance on one i Paul L. O'Connor, S. J., of the and every Thursday evening 
of the 35 tu:keys Purcell ~ave 
1
1 
Evanst?n Division; Dean Jo~m A. thereafter at the same time for 
away at their annual carnival lVIcGrail, S. J., of the Milford six weeks. A nominal fee $5 will 
and not won it as Marilyn Henry Division; Dean Victor B. Niepor- be charged for the instructions.: 
and Ed Hart did, you'll enjoy the te, S. J., of the Evening Division; · 
gobbler more. and Dean Raymond F. McCoy of 
* * * the Graduate Division. NOW HEAR THIS · · · 
Xavier was well represented at Following the reception and 
the opening of Brigadoon, the dinnet·, there will be addreses 
musical comedy now at the Cox. and messages from the several 
The able ushers report a well per- cleans. The evening will close 
formed production that you might with cards and dancing. 
enjoy seeing, Not to be horning 
in on Al Moser, we'd like to make Dean Nieporte Travels 
a personal recommendation to see T , '.I 
the complete production of Swan I To Nat10nal EC 1\ eet 
Lake with the Cincinnati Sym- Rev. Victor B. Nieporte, S. J., 
phony by Sadler's Wells troupe I Dean of the Evening College, 
Dec. 16. It will be the first com- represented Xavier University 
plete production of the ballet in Evening College at a meeting of 
Cincinnati. the Association of American 
* * * Evening Colleges held Tuesday 
X.U. - U.C. football game, No-
vember 18. 
Thanksgiving holidays, Novem-
ber 23-26. 
X.U. - St. Bonaventure football 
game, November 23. 
Rosary nightly - 6:20 P. M. -
Room 5. 
Mahley & tarew 
Monday Hours: 12 Noon to 8:30 P. M. 
Tuesday: 12 Noon to 5:30 P. M. 
Rest of Week: 10:00 A. M. to 5:30 P. M. 
Bor1!J' !!!!Soap 'n' W ate1•" 
Bar1on Gabardine 
SPOR1, SHIRTS 
.,,,, Kar1nee 3 .98 
Unconditionally washable ••• that's what the 
"Soap 'n' Water" label stands for! The name 
"Kaynee" means excellence in workmanship and 
correct, masculine styling. These sport shirts 
are California styled . , . with long sleeves, 
flap pocket, and long-point collar. Yellow, tan, 
or lime. Sizes 12 to 20. 
lUnblcy's Boys' Shop • Second Floor 
The XUECers are Jommg the through Thursday at Denver, 
CYO league with a basketball Col. Dan Frank R. Neuffer of the 
team as soon as the team is or- University of Cincinnati Evening 
ganized. If you're over six fe~t Colege is President of the or-
five and can run like Mercury, ganization. 
you're just the man they're look- ___ .. ·------------
ing for. If not, see Jim Siciliano 
and get in the game anyhow. 
Might mention this is not the 
pee wee league, but the Over 21, 
A ••t:QUINTLY OYl•a.001"' ANO l'tUCM 
NlrOID ITIM 'o" You• ,ALlo ANO 
WINTl9' W•"'DROH 1$ A Wl'l"M ANO 
No Age Limit Grtiup. 
• • • 
Emily Post frowns upon those , 
who ignore invitations, so let's I 
hope many Ecers show up at the I 
WC~O-TV studios for audition I 
on "Xavie1· Presents" Friday. 
We're sure to have a lot of talent i 
in the way of comedians, dancei·s, '! 
singers, dramatists, and special-
ists. I 
"' * "' Our very best to the 16 or 
Raincoats 
Umbrellas 
Rubbers 
Galoshes 
for men, women 
and ch~ldren. 
more draftees who are leaving 
our hallowed halls within the 
month to join Uncle Sam. And to j 
the reserves, too, '.1.------------• 
HANOIOMI IPOM' IMIRT. 
t .... co1ooHuL ·oAuCHo·~"""' 
II MADI or ., ...... PLAN•&&. • P'•fS 
$NUG WITH KNITHD WAlllfAllCO 
AND cu•rs. 
Ir~ YOUQ Af ~:s ftJfl ONLY• 
•2.!! 
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Buttleworth Boys 
To Co111bine Talent 
By Stan Herrliragcr 
Those "Twirling Buttleworths," 
who have been keeping the city 
of Cincinnati supplied with band 
drum majors for the last few 
years, will be well represented 
this Saturday at the XU-:UC 
game, when Harry Buttleworth, 
Drum Major here at Xavier, com-
bines his talents with those of his 
brother John, Drum Major at 
UC, in a surprize pre-game dis-
play which will feature the two 
using five batons at once and 
throwing six over the goal posts 
at once. This meeting will mark 
the third time. that Harry and 
John will have met in competiti-
on and probably will also be the 
last time that they will meet, 
since John will graduate from 
UC in June and Harry is expect-
ing Uncle Sam's call next June 
when his postponement runs out. 
Harry Buttleworth, who has 
been studying the art of twirling 
for 14 years, may certainly be 
considered as the city's Dean of 
Twirlers, for he not only teaches 
about 100 young future drum ma-
jors but also directs four grade 
school bands. It was he, too, who 
first interested his brothers and 
sisters in the hobby to the extent 
that nine of the 10 Buttleworth 
children twirl. 
Probable Starting Lineups 
No. 
36 
59 
41 
57 
39 
6<1 
33 
21 
31 
30 
60 
49 
50 
56 
51 
38 
55 
52 
58 
27 
24 
44 
Xaxier 
Hugh O'Brien 
John Gearding 
Tom Hallahan 
Ken Robinson 
Frank Domanico 
Jim Murphy 
Frank Milostan 
George Gilmartin 
Jim Liber 
Bob Finnell 
Cliff Wilke 
John Martinkovic 
John Hoffman 
John Curl 
Tito Carinci 
John Skole 
John Bacci 
Neal Hardy 
Dick Fennell 
Jack Hahn 
Tom Mussio 
John Saban 
Offense 
Pos. 
LE 
LT 
LG 
c 
RG 
RT 
RE 
QB 
LHB 
RHB 
FB 
Defense 
LE 
LT 
LG 
c 
RG 
RT 
RE 
QB 
LllB 
RHB 
FB 
Officials 
Cincinnati 
Jim Kelly' 
Gerry Stautberg 
Bill Shalosky 
Frank Middendorf 
Lee Haslinger 
Andy Matto 
Dick Jarvis 
Gene Rossi 
Bob Stratton 
Dan McKeever 
Tom l\lcKeever . 
Nate Harlan 
Jim Driscoll 
Bob llusic 
Glenn Sample 
Jack Tracy 
Nick Shundich 
Ralph Staub 
Si Stayman. 
Gene Gibson 
Jack Delancy 
Pete !)t. Clair 
No. 
9 
61 
29 
64 
65 
50 
67 
28 
21 
48 
13 
49 
2<1 
59 
19 
17 
20 
38 
8 
66 
77 
43 
Referee: Ross Dean (Purdue); Umpire: Harold Wise (0)1io U.); 
Head Linesman: John Hilliday (Ohio Wes.); Field Judge: E. J. 
Sebald (Denison). 
Game time: 2:15 p.m. --Nippert Stadium 
12 Yelton, re 
23 Jansen, fb 
25 Brill, fb 
26 Benzinger, fb 
30 Blum, lt 
Other Bearcats: 
31 Anthony rhb 
32 Grammer, rg 
33 Hundemer, qb 
34 Theisen, qb 
35 McClain, fb 
MAKE THE TOBACCO GROWERS' 
MILDNESS TEST YOURSELF ... 
"TOBACCOS THAT SMELL MILDER SMOKE MILDER" 
YES ... Compare Chesterfield with the brand you've been 
smoking •.• Open a pack .•. smell that milder Chesterfield 
aroma. Prove-tobaccos that smell milder smoke milder. 
Now smoke Chesterfields-they !!!. smoke milder, 
and they leave NO UNPLEASANT AFTER·TASTE. 
-
36 Holstein, pk 55 Kane, c 
41 Stephenson, lg 57 McKenzie, lhb 
45 Shibinsky, It 58 Campbell, rg 
46 Shearrow, It 60 Kane, rt 
51 Mooney, le 63 Schnurrenberger, 
52 Schebor, rt 68 Thompson, rt 
54 McDonald, c 
Other Musketeers: 
22 Leraro, qb 42 Sikorski, t 
23 Roeckers, hb 43 Dowd, g 
25 Rankin, hb 47 Keefe, pk 
28 Fellerhoff, hb 48 Buresh, g 
32 Hogan, c 52 Hardy, e 
34 Glade, e 53 Hipp, e 
35 Judy, e 60 Erno, fb 
37 Ausdenmoore, g 62 Schramm, g 
40 Krigbaum, g 63 Bleh, t 
Too Important To Forget -
The tremendous value of milk as a natural 
energy restoring food makes it an essential 
in every stu'dent's diet. 
J. H. FIELMAN DAIRY CO. 
re 
2519 Vine Street AV. 6480 
